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HOME OFFICE - SINGLE UNITS

HOME MEETS WORKSPACE: THE IDEAL HOME OFFICE 
COMBINES THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS.

The HO 100 desk fits perfectly into a living room without turning it into an office. Quite the contrary, the 

beautifully crafted solid wood desk makes a striking impact. The simplistic single unit can even be positioned as 

an eye catcher in the centre of the room. Rounded edges provide a comfortable feel. The top section repeats the 

clear, rounded lines and beautifully highlights the solid core walnut, oak or ash, even after work.  

STYLISH  
SOLOISTS –
UNIQUE PIECES IN 
THE LIVING ROOM.

01 Single desk HO 100, solid oak natura, H/W/D 85 x 120 x 70 cm
  Box drawers super matt night-grey, H/W/D 7.8 x 28 x 21.5 cm 
 Chair H 100-5, flat woven fabric M243 anthracite,
 Frame powder-coated anthracite, H/W 87 x 52 cm
02 Single desk HO 100, solid core walnut, H/W/D 85 x 120 x 70 cm
03 Single desk HO 100, solid ash natura, H/W/D 85 x 120 x 70 cm
 Box drawers super matt black, H/W/D 7.8 x 28 x 21.5 cm
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Single desk HO 100, solid oak natura, H/W/D 85 x 120 x 70 cm
Box drawers super matt night-grey, H/W/D 7.8 x 28 x 21.5 cm

Wood is unique, alive, naturally grown. Each individual piece has its own impact and tells its own story. In 

order to turn solid wood into a stylish, durable piece of furniture that retains the character of the respective 

wood, skilled workmanship and a lot of experience is required. 

Our high-quality furniture made from 

solid wood combines the unmistak-

able face of the original tree with the 

design of the furniture by a trained 

eye and skilled hand. The colour 

gradient, knots, graining and width 

of the annual rings make each object 

unique. Clear, classic shapes beauti-

fully underline the wood.

A forest 
full of trees. 

Not all wood is the same. We use the 

most diverse types, colours and 

structures, giving us a huge selection: 

from light, homogeneous woods 

such as birch, ash and alder to 

robust natural oak and elegant dark 

walnut. Naturally grown wood shows 

its long, authentic history through 

characteristic growth features - from 

small buds in walnut to rustic resin 

galls in conifers through to the mirror 

of transversely cut medullary rays in 

oak. 

We pay attention to environment-

friendliness and sustainability during 

our wood selection process. Tropical 

woods are taboo for us, all our 

woods come from sustainable and 

responsible forestry. 

 

WOOD.
SOLID – THROUGH AND THROUGH.

Wood has an impact. 

As an organic material, wood has a 

warm and comforting effect, and its 

natural feel often provides a relaxing 

atmosphere in wellness areas. As a 

natural material, wood absorbs 

water and emits it into the environ-

ment. Wood has a balancing effect 

on the room climate. Wood ”works” 

and therefore presents us furniture 

makers with particular challenges 

that we are happy to accept. This is 

what hülsta is known for: high-quality 

materials and skilled craftsmanship, 

which lead to first-class quality.  

To treat the precious material wood 

with respect is a matter of course for 

us. With creative sensitivity, we trans-

form woods that have grown over 

many years and decades into 

modern yet timeless classics.     

How do you recognise
solid wood?

In order to identify a solid piece of 

wood and solid wood furniture, 

simply look at the cut edge. At this 

cut edge, which is different because 

it has been cut at a right angle to the 

grain, the fibres of the graining and 

the growth rings are visible. Oak 

shows tiny pores. Incidentally, the 

end-grain or end-wood side of a 

table is usually found at the front. 

Good veneer experts generally try to 

recreate the solid wood look – the 

difference, however, is recognisable 

if you know what to look for.
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Single desk HO 110, oak natura, champagne, 
H/W/D 107 x 120 x 75 cm 

An elegant veneer gives a piece of furniture its distinctive character. It 

reflects its uniqueness, underlines the craftsmanship and stands for 

sustainable manufacturing. Our respect for nature is also mirrored in 

the way we treat the most valuable piece of the tree – the precious 

veneer. 

For our furniture production, we use 

the entire trunk and all of the wood 

that, in the case of hülsta, always 

comes from sustainable sources. 

Firstly, each part is precisely analysed: 

which wood has grown well enough 

to turn into an attractive veneer? 

Experts can already see from the 

outside of the tree whether it has the 

makings to provide first-class veneer. 

Only the best trunks are selected 

and marked whilst still in the forest. 

Despite modern technologies in 

veneer production, workmanship 

know-how and experience are still 

very important.  

Cut,
steamed, ironed.

After cutting, the wood is far from 

being ready to cover an elegant 

workpiece. First of all, it is peeled 

and – depending upon type of wood 

– first boiled in water or steamed, 

sometimes for several weeks. The 

temperature and duration of the 

process must be individually chosen 

using experience and intuition; there 

is no magic formula. This process 

changes the colour and makes the 

wood smooth. The wet veneer 

sheets are then dried and “ironed” in 

one operation. 

Whether rusty natural oak or elegant 

walnut – with veneer it comes down 

to the last millimetre. Not just 

because the selected trunk is cut 

into thin slices, but also because the 

angle and position of the cut have a 

significant impact on the look of the 

finished veneer. The cutting angle 

when peeling the veined wood must 

be correct to ensure that the veneer 

sheets show the desired image of 

lines and swirls. Just a tiny bit further 

means that the sheet will look 

completely different. In addition, 

there are various cutting techniques 

that deliver different veneers: the 

longitudinal cut, for instance, pro-

duces almost parallel stripes, whilst 

the so-called flat cut results in a 

“flowery” image.  

Veneer experts
dress the object.

The chest features a light-hearted 

and playful look? The wardrobe adds 

an earnest feel? The sideboard 

provides a balanced counterpart to 

the glass table? Whether homo-

genous in colour and densely grown 

or clearly grained: the veneer reflects 

the character of a piece of furniture. 

It wears the veneer like a dress, the 

coronation of the design process. It 

BEAUTIFUL VENEER.
PERFECTION TO THE LAST DETAIL.

is therefore unsurprising that hülsta 

employs experienced veneer experts 

that work with utter concentration 

when dressing the finished piece of 

furniture. They select the veneer so 

skilfully that the unique image of the 

veneer sheets delivers a balanced 

overall look on the furniture fronts 

across wardrobe doors and drawers. 

Another sign of first-class design.  

Veneer is functional.

In addition to its unique look and a 

natural feel, veneer has a further 

advantage: as veneer is applied to a 

dimensionally stable base, the piece 

of furniture does not warp or crack.   

A good veneer is valuable yet 

economical to use, it is flexible 

enough to mould itself to even the 

most curved shapes and at the same 

time strong enough to form the hard-

wearing outer skin of your favourite 

hülsta piece for years and decades 

to come. 

High-quality veneer is particularly 

durable after it has been carefully 

finished by us – with elegant yet 

strong, environmentally friendly lac-

quers to achieve a beautiful, imper-

ceptibly finished wood.   
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01 Single desk HO 110, oak natura, champagne, H/W/D 107 x 120 x 75 cm 
02 Single desk HO 110, ash natura, champagne, H/W/D 107 x 120 x 75 cm 
03 Single desk HO 110, oak anthracite, champagne, H/W/D 107 x 120 x 75 cm 

HOME OFFICE - SINGLE UNITS

Single desk HO 110, core walnut, champagne, H/W/D 107 x 120 x 75 cm
Chair H 100-5, fabric gloss velour M275 champagne, frame powder-coated anthracite, H/W 87 x 52 cm

AN OUTSTANDING DESIGN

Thanks to an extravagant frame, a bold angle and soft radii, the expressive single desk HO 110 displays the 

stunning veneer in its most dynamic shape. Core walnut, oak and ash give this beautiful single unit a very 

different look.  The HO 110 is a practical unit that will enrich your home both functionally and visually. 

0908 HOME OFFICE
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SOLID WOOD MEETS A WARM METAL LOOK.

Long legs elegantly frame the light and airy single desk HO 110. Softly 

rounded radii effortlessly flow into a second level. Its metal-look shelf 

cleverly repeats the material of the simplistic mobile container in a softly 

shimmering champagne shade.   

HOME OFFICE - SINGLE UNITS

Single desk HO 110, core walnut, champagne, H/W/D 107 x 120 x 75 cm 
Mobile container ZO 100, champagne, H/W/T 58.8 x 35.3 x 59 cm
Chair H 100-5, fabric gloss velour M275 champagne, frame powder-coated anthracite, H/W 87 x 52 cm

The mobile container ZO 100 is available in many wood and lacquer finishes.  
01 Pure white lacquer, H/W/D 58.8 x 35.3 x 59 cm
02 Champagne, H/W/D 58.8 x 35.3 x 59 cm
03 Ash natura, H/W/D 58.8 x 35.3 x 59 cm
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HOME OFFICE - SINGLE UNITS

01 Single desk HO 120, core walnut, tabletop inlet leather Nubuck-Touch anthracite,
 arched supports black metal, H/W/D 75 x 120 x 70 cm
02 Single desk HO 120, core walnut, tabletop inlet leather Nubuck-Touch anthracite,
 arched supports black metal, H/W/D 75 x 120 x 70 cm
03 Single desk HO 120, core walnut, tabletop inlet leather Nubuck-Touch anthracite,
 4-leg frame black metal, H/W/D 75 x 120 x 70 cm
04 Single desk HO 120, core walnut, tabletop inlet leather Nubuck-Touch anthracite,
 4-leg frame black metal, H/W/D 75 x 120 x 70 cm
 

Single desk HO 120, core walnut, arched supports metal super matt black, 
tabletop inlet leather Nubuck-Touch anthracite, H/W/D 84.2 x 120 x 70 cm
Chair H 100-5, fabric gloss velour M276 taupe,
frame powder-coated anthracite, H/W 87 x 52 cm
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01 Single desk HO 120, core walnut, H/W/D 75 x 120 x 63 cm
02 Single desk HO 120, core walnut, H/W/D 84.2 x 120 x 63 cm

GENTLE ON THE EYE AND TO THE TOUCH

The perfect desk for the home office not only looks great but also perfectly fits into its surroundings. Even on 

long days, it is very comfortable: Equipment and tablet are discreetly concealed without the storage being 

obtrusive. The timeless design makes the HO 120 gentle on the eye. The drawers are always integrated, the rest 

can be individually configured: Solid wood frame or metal arched supports? Leather inlet or rather wood? With or 

without top section? Your choice! 

Single desk HO 120, core walnut, H/W/D 84.2 x 120 x 63 cm
chair H 100-5, flat woven fabric M284 beige, 
frame powder-coated anthracite, H/W 87 x 52 cm

HOME OFFICE - SINGLE UNITS
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HOME OFFICE - SINGLE UNITS

ELEGANT DESIGN, 
STRONG FUNCTIONALITY.

If you love elegant shapes, then our desk HO 130 

will be a functional addition to your interior design. 

A perfectly crafted angular design: The corners of 

the carcase are mitred, whilst the thickness of the 

tabletop is tapered to achieve an even more elegant 

character. Whether 4-leg frame or arched support, 

the HO 130 is ready for use in many versions and 

colours.   

Single desk HO 130, pure white lacquer, frame, panel 
and tray pure white metal, H/W/D 93 x 120 x 60 cm
Chair H 100-5, fabric gloss velour M276 taupe, 
frame powder-coated anthracite, H/W 87 x 52 cm
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The elegant HO 130 desk can be placed anywhere in the room and be complemented by a metal panel. An 

optional angular shelf provides additional storage space.  

ELEGANT LINES FOR A
TIDY HOME OFFICE. 

01 - 02  Single desk HO 130, oak anthracite, 4-leg-frame black metal, H/W/D 75 x 120 x 60 cm
              Chair H 100-5, fabric gloss velour M276 taupe, frame powder-coated anthracite, H/W 87 x 52 cm

03 Single desk HO 130, oak natura, 4-leg frame black metal, H/W/D 75 x 120 x 60 cm
04 Single desk HO 130, super matt night-grey, arched supports black metal, H/W/D 75 x 120 x 60 cm

Single desk HO 130, core walnut, 
arched supports black metal, H/W/D 75 x 120 x 60 cm
Chair H 100-2, smooth fabric M284 beige, 
frame powder-coated anthracite, H/W 87 x 52 cm

Single desk HO 130, oak natura, rear panel and 
tray super matt night-grey metal,
4-leg frame black metal, H/W/D 93 x 120 x 60 cm,
Chair H 100-8, fabric gloss velour M277 rusty red, 
4-leg solid wood frame solid natural oak, H/W 87 x 52 cm

HOME OFFICE - SINGLE UNITS
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HOME OFFICE - SYSTEM FURNITURE

System desk HO 200, oak anthracite, H/W/D 75 x 200 x 80 cm
Chair H 100-6, leather Nubuck-Touch 5617 black, frame powder-coated anthracite, H/W 87 x 60 cm
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BEAUTIFUL WORKSPACES –
IN AN ORGANISED 
HOME OFFICE.
Whilst a single desk fits particularly well into a living area, a system desk offers more possibilities for individual 

planning for a home office or integrating it into a guest room. 

The side panel version HO 200 is available in different dimensions, versions and with a matching mobile 

container. The interesting combination of the straight side panel and the chamfered tabletop gives the design a 

light-hearted feel. The tabletop appears to be floating above the solid frame. The HO 200 is available in elegant 

veneers and lacquers. 

01 System desk HO 200, oak anthracite, H/W/D 75 x 200 x 80 cm
02 System desk HO 200, oak anthracite, H/W/D 75 x 180 x 80 cm
03 System desk HO 200, ash natura, H/W/D 75 x 160 x 80 cm
04 System desk HO 200, pure white lacquer, H/W/D 75 x 140 x 60 cm
05 System desk HO 200, grey lacquer, H/W/D 75 x 120 x 60 cm

HOME OFFICE - SYSTEM FURNITURE

System desk HO 200, ash natura, H/W/D 75 x 180 x 80 cm
Chair H 100-5, fabric gloss velour M276 taupe, frame powder-coated anthracite, H/W 87 x 52 cm
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HOME OFFICE - SYSTEM FURNITURE

A DESIGN HIGHLIGHT IN THE HOME OFFICE.

The stylish HO 210 adds a light-hearted feel to your workspace at home: Its perfectly balanced frame 

supports the seemingly floating tabletop. Its gently rounded shape is followed not only by the beautifully 

chamfered crossbar but also by the semi-circular feet in elegant wood. The anthracite-coloured crossbars on 

the base continue the vertical line of the top for a perfectly shaped frame.

System desk HO 210, core walnut, super matt night-grey, traverses anthracite structured lacquer, H/W/D 75 x 160 x 80 cm
Chair H 100-6, flat woven fabric M284 beige, frame powder-coated anthracite, H/W/ 87 x 60 cm
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HOME OFFICE - SYSTEM FURNITURE

An extraordinary yet perfectly balanced look: The HO 210 delivers a successful fusion of stylish surfaces, which 

are beautiful to the touch, and organically flowing shapes. An elegantly designed desk that invites you to work. 

The attractive HO 210 is available in different lacquers, veneers and sizes: Core walnut and oak natura can be 

combined with super matt lacquer in black or night-grey.

AN EXPRESSIVE DESIGN –
TAILORED TO YOU.

System desk HO 210, 
core walnut, super matt night-grey, 
traverses anthracite structured lacquer  

H/W/D 75 x 160 x 80 cm

H/W/D 75 x 180 x 80 cm

H/W/D 75 x 200 x 80 cm
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OUR BUREAU PROVIDES 
AN ENTIRE OFFICE IN ONE.

Elegant solid core walnut or oak legs support the 

stylish bureau HO 300, which can be transformed from 

a beautiful designer object into a perfect laptop office 

in an instant - and lets laptop and work disappear just 

as quickly. The unit is designed to be placed against 

the wall, features a symmetrical front, which provides 

a writing space and plenty of flexible storage space - a 

charming, compact home office that will definitely fit 

into any room. 

HOME OFFICE - BUREAU

Bureau HO 300, oak natura, pure white lacquer
H/W/D 151 x 100 x 41 cm
Chair H 100-5, flat woven fabric M243 anthracite, 
frame powder-coated anthracite, H/W 88 x 52 cm
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This pretty home office does not need to hide but can conceal a lot. 

The bureau even has space for folders and can be configured to suit individual requirements. 

Which colour do you like best? Elegant pure white lacquer or the super matt lacquer with

anti-fingerprint effect which shimmers in fine night grey as desired?

Bureau HO 300, oak natura, pure white lacquer, H/W/D 151 x 100 x 41 cm

01 Bureau HO 300, super matt night-grey, oak natura, 
 H/W/D 151 x 100 x 41 cm
02 Bureau HO 300, super matt night-grey, core walnut, 
 H/W/D 151 x 100 x 41 cm

HOME OFFICE - BUREAU
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HO 100 HO 110

Desk top, frame,
top section

Desk frame,
desk top

Box drawers 

Shelf

Single desk
Depth:  70 cm

Single desk
Depth:  75 cm 
 

Box drawers
Depth:  21.5 cm

PRODUCT OVERVIEW SINGLE UNITS

Solid oak natura  Oak natura

Solid ash natura  Oak anthracite

Solid core walnut Ash natura

Core walnut

Pure white lacquer

Champagne

Super matt night grey

Super matt black

HOME OFFICE - PRODUCT OVERVIEW
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HO 120 HO 130

Desk frame Desk carcase,
top section

Desk inlet

Single desk
Depth: 70 cm

Solid wood arched supports Metal arched supports Metal arched supports4-leg frame made from metal Metal 4-leg frame

PRODUCT OVERVIEW SINGLE UNITS  

Solid oak natura*

Black metal

Champagne metal

Solid core 
walnut*

Core walnut Core walnut

Anthracite leather 
Nubuck-Touch

Oak natura Oak natura

*  With the solid wood frame versions, the desk carcase is always delivered in the same finish 
(veneered), (change of finish not possible).

Desk frame Desk carcase

Rear panel,
tray

Single desk
Depth: 60 cm

Rear panel with tray

Pure whte metal Pure white lacquer

Pure white metal

Black metal

Champagne metal

Super matt night-grey

Black metal

Super matt night-grey

Super matt black

Oak natura

Oak anthracite  

Ash natura

Core walnut

HOME OFFICE - PRODUCT OVERVIEW
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160 cm

180 cm

200 cm

160 cm

180 cm

200 cm

HO 200 HO 210

Desk top, 
side panels

System desk
Depth: 60 cm

PRODUCT OVERVIEW SYSTEM FURNITURE

Pure white lacquer

Grey lacquer

Super matt night-grey

Super matt black

Oak natura

Oak anthracite

Ash natura

Core walnut

For the system desk HO 200, the desk top and side panels can be 
ordered in different finishes. 

Desk frame Desk top Traverse

System desk
Depth:  80 cm

Oak natura Anthracite structured lacquer

Core walnut

System desk
Depth: 80 cm

HOME OFFICE - PRODUCT OVERVIEW
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HO 300 ZO 100

PRODUCT OVERVIEW BUREAU PRODUCT OVERVIEW ACCESSORIES

Carcase, 
front

Mobile container
Depth:  59 cm

Oak natura

Oak anthracite

Ash natura

Core walnut

Grey lacquer

Champagne

Pure white lacquerSuper matt night-grey

Super matt black

Bureau frame,
insert and box drawers

Bureau top section

Bureau
Depth: 41 cm

Insert
Depth: 23,1 cm

Solid oak natura  Pure white lacquer

Solid core walnut Super matt night-grey

Box drawers
Depth:  22.5 cm

HOME OFFICE - PRODUCT OVERVIEW
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H 100-1H 100-7 H 100-4 H 100-10

H 100-3H 100-9 H 100-6 H 100-12

H 100-2H 100-8 H 100-5 H 100-11
COVER

High-quality leathers and modern textile cover fabrics in current colours 
See product list “Dining” for information regarding fabric type and material labelling of covers.

SEAT SHELLS

- Seat shell without armrest 
- Seat shell comfort without armrest with horizontal backrest seam 
- Seat shell comfort with armrest with horizontal seam in backrest and seat 

CHAIR FRAMES

4-leg solid wood frame,

tapered legs

Star-leg frame Star-leg frame

with castors, rotatable

PRODUCT OVERVIEW CHAIRS H 100  

Solid natural oakAluminium, 
powder-coated 
anthracite  

Aluminium, 
powder-coated 
anthracite  

Solid walnut

HOME OFFICE - PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Seat height: 47.5 cm
Seat depth: 44.5 cm
Seat width: 48.0 cm

Seat height: 47.5 cm
Seat depth: 44.5 cm
Seat width: 48.0 cm

Seat height: 49.0 cm
Seat depth: 44.5 cm
Seat width: 48.0 cm

Seat height: 49.0 cm
Seat depth: 44.5 cm
Seat width: 48.0 cm

Seat height: 48.0 cm
Seat depth: 44.0 cm
Seat width: 48,.0 cm

Seat height: 48.0 cm
Seat depth: 44.0 cm
Seat width: 48.0 cm

Seat height: 49.5 cm
Seat depth: 44.0 cm
Seat width: 48.0 cm

Seat height: 49.5 cm
Seat depth: 44.0 cm
Seat width: 48.0 cm

Seat height: 48.0 cm
Seat depth: 44.0 cm
Seat width: 48.0 cm

Seat height: 48.0 cm
Seat depth: 44.0 cm
Seat width: 48.0 cm

Seat height: 49.5 cm
Seat depth: 44.0 cm
Seat width: 48.0 cm

Seat height: 49.5 cm
Seat depth: 44.0 cm
Seat width: 48.0 cm

4-legged solid wooden 
substructure

Star-shaped substructure of 
metalwith castors for soft floors

Star-shaped substructure of 
metal with castors for hard floors

Star-shaped substructure 
of metal

52.0 cm 52.0 cm

52.0 cm 52.0 cm
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The “Blue Angel” is subject to strict criteria. 
All modular units and base frames from 
hülsta have been awarded the “Blue Angel” 
since 1996 for being environmentally friendly 
and low in emissions.

Since 1974, hülsta has been part of the 
Deutsche Gütegemeinschaft Möbel (DGM) 
(German Quality Association for Furniture) and 
complies with their high standards for quality 
and consumer protection. hülsta effortlessly 
complies with the strict criteria that they use 
for their product testing. 

All of the products are extensively tested 
and are subject to strict quality criteria. 
For new purchases, hülsta always grants a 
5-year guarantee. Always inclusive: unlimited 
support for questions and requests regarding 
furniture from hülsta.

MADE IN GERMANY

LIVE 
QUALITY.

hülsta stands for quality made in Germany. As a 

tradition-rich, third generation family business from the 

Münsterland, hülsta values perfect craftsmanship in 

combination with modern manufacturing processes, 

whilst always focussing on the responsible use of 

natural resources. hülsta therefore exclusively uses 

wood from sustainable sources and never tropical 

wood, thus reducing transportation and protecting the 

environment. That is why all modular units and base 

frames from hülsta have been carrying the  

“Blue Angel” since 1996, an award for products that 

are low in emissions and environmentally friendly. 

hülsta – durable furniture in harmony with nature.    
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